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RasV12 Gal80 TARGETmyoblasts are organized into a pre-pattern by specialized organizer cells. In the
Drosophila embryo, these cells have been termed founder cells and play important roles in specifying
muscle identity and in serving as targets for myoblast fusion. A group of adult muscles, the dorsal
longitudinal (ﬂight) muscles, DLMs, is patterned by persistent larval scaffolds; the second set, the dorso-
ventral muscles, DVMs is patterned by mono-nucleate founder cells (FCs) that are much larger than the
surrounding myoblasts. Both types of organizer cells express Dumbfounded, which is known to regulate
fusion during embryonic myogenesis. The role of DVM founder cells as well as the DLM scaffolds was tested
in genetic ablation studies using the UAS/Gal4 system of targeted transgene expression. In both cases,
removal of organizer cells prior to fusion, causes formation of supernumerary ﬁbers, suggesting that cells in
the myoblast pool have the capacity to initiate ﬁber formation, which is normally inhibited by the organizers.
In addition to the large DVM FCs, some (smaller) cells in the myoblast pool also express Dumbfounded. We
propose that these cells are responsible for seeding supernumerary ﬁbers, when DVM FCs are eliminated
prior to fusion. When these cells are also eliminated, myogenesis fails to occur. In the second set of studies,
targeted expression of constitutively active RasV12 also resulted in the appearance of supernumerary ﬁbers. In
this case, the original DVM FCs are present, suggesting alterations in cell fate. Taken together, these data
suggest that DVMmyoblasts are able to respond to cues other than the original founder cell, to initiate fusion
and ﬁber formation. Thus, the role of the large DVM founder cells is to generate the correct number of ﬁbers,
but they are not required for ﬁber formation itself. We also present evidence that the DVM FCs may arise
from the leg imaginal disc.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionDuring myogenesis, muscle precursor cells or myoblasts gather at
speciﬁc locations, and fuse to initiate ﬁber formation. Specialized cells
with organizational properties usually ensure that the correct pattern of
mature ﬁbers develops. In vertebrates, earlier forming primary
myotubes serve as scaffolds with which later arising myoblasts fuse
and form secondary myotubes (reviewed in Grinnell, 1995). In grass-
hopper, large muscle pioneers initially span the future sites of muscle
attachment and later, smaller mesodermal cells fuse with these pioneers
(Ho et al., 1983). Unlike the grasshopper pioneers, founder cells in the
Drosophila embryo, which seed ﬁber formation are the same size as the
surrounding myoblasts. They can be distinguished from the surrounding
fusion-competent myoblasts (FCMs) by their unique expression of FC
markers (reviewed in Dworak and Sink, 2002; Taylor, 2003).
Myogenesis takes place twice during the Drosophila life cycle. The
pattern of larval muscles is generated in the embryo (Bate, 1990), andiami University, Oxford, OH
).
l rights reserved.the muscles grow several fold during larval life (Keshishian et al.,
1993). At the onset of metamorphosis, larval muscles are histolyzed (el
Shatoury, 1956; Fernandes et al., 1991) and make way for a new set of
muscles that are specialized for adult-speciﬁc functions such as ﬂight.
Adult muscle patterning is distinct from its embryonic counterpart
and resembles vertebrate myogenesis in many aspects (reviewed in
(Fernandes and Keshishian, 1999). In the embryo, ﬁber formation is
completed before motor axons arrive at their targets whereas in the
pupa, nerve terminals are being remodeled at the same time as new
muscles are being patterned. Thus it is not surprising that neurons
inﬂuence events such as myoblast proliferation, which is also seen
during vertebrate myogenesis (Ross et al., 1987).
The indirect ﬂight muscles (IFMs) are the largest muscles in the
dorsal thorax. Their precursors are derived frommyoblasts of thewing
imaginal disc, which harbors the largest pool of myoblasts. Also, this
pool of myoblasts gives rise to other muscles in addition to the IFMs,
and therefore the existence of a population of organizing cells seems
necessary. For the dorsal longitudinal muscles (DLMs), this role is
performed by large multinucleate larval scaffolds (Farrell et al., 1996;
Fernandes and Keshishian, 1996). For the opposing set of muscles, the
dorso-ventral muscles, DVMs, specialized imaginal pioneer cells (IPs)
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(Rivlin et al., 2000), and in this respect resemble their grasshopper
counterparts. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between IPs
and ﬁber number, the IPs can be identiﬁed by their expression of the
embryonic founder cell (FC) marker, Dumbfounded (Duf) (Ruiz-
Gomez et al., 2000). It has been proposed that the duf-expressing IPs
are founder cells for the DVM (Dutta et al., 2004; Fernandes and
Keshishian, 2005). Duf is a transmembrane protein of the immunoglo-
bulin superfamily (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000), and its expression has also
been reported for a subset of myoblasts that give rise to the direct ﬂight
muscles (Kozopas and Nusse, 2002), aswell as another thoracicmuscle,
the large jump muscle or TDT (Fernandes and Keshishian, 2005).
The DVM founder cells resemble grasshopper pioneers (Ho et al.,
1983) in at least three aspects— they are larger than surroundingmuscle
precursor cells, they are observed prior to the onset of ﬁber formation,
and they span the attachment sites of the future muscle (Rivlin et al.,
2000). These features are also sharedwith larval scaffolds that preﬁgure
DLMdevelopment.When the grasshopperpioneers are ablated, theyare
not replaced (Ball et al., 1985). Ablation of larval scaffolds of the DLMs
revealed that myogenesis does occur, but ﬁber number is increased
(Farrell et al., 1996; Fernandes and Keshishian, 1996). These results
suggested that scaffolds are not required for aspects of muscle
patterning such as muscle attachments, but that they are necessary for
the fusion of myoblasts to form an appropriate number of ﬁbers.
The requirement of Duf-expressing DVM founder cells for myogen-
esis has not been tested. In this paper, we have examined the outcome
of eliminating these cells, prior to fusion, by using the UAS/Gal4 system
of targeted gene expression (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). We have
included the DLMs in our study as they provide a useful control as well
as for comparing and contrasting the myogenesis of muscles that use
different organizer cells. We ﬁnd that DVM myoblasts are able to
organize and begin forming muscle ﬁbers in the absence of the large
DVM FCs; however, many more ﬁbers are generated, similar to the
studies that laser ablated the DLM scaffolds (Fernandes and Keshishian,
1996). Our results demonstrate that founder cells are dispensable for
ﬁber formation, and that in their absence, cells from the myoblast pool
can be recruited to initiate ﬁber formation. These are most likely to be
smaller Duf-expressing cells seen in the myoblast pool. However,
founder cells are required for the correct number of ﬁbers to form, and
are thus necessary for ensuring that fusion is initiated at a precise
number of foci. When constitutively active RasV12 is targeted to the FCs,
supernumerary ﬁbers are formed, and these are generated despite the
presence of the original founder cells.
Materials and methods
Fly strains
The rP298-lacZ line was obtained from Aki Nose. The lacZ reporter
is nuclear localized and was useful to detect founder cell nuclei. ToFig. 1. The indirect ﬂightmuscle ﬁbers are preﬁgured by Dumbfounded-LacZ expressing cells. (A
(B) Schematic representation of the DVMs, DLMs, and the TDT (jumpmuscle) during myogenes
(dotted lines), which are multinucleate. (D) 18 h APF, rP298 Gal4;UAS-eGFP; developing ﬁbers of
splitting to generate six DLM ﬁbers. The larval scaffold for the dorsal most pair of DLM ﬁbers (a,
represented bymono-nucleate (arrows) founder cells (E). In the region of DVM I, 3 large nuclei (
DVM II ﬁbers are detected. The extent of the founder cell is visualized by the intense expression
founder cell nuclei (arrows); a smaller β-gal positive nucleus is also seen (green arrowhead).
nuclei are evident (arrows in panels F and F′). Additionally, strings of fused adult nuclei can also
of rP298-LacZ; these can be seen between DVMI and the tdt (green arrowheads in panel F′). (G–
the location of DVM founder cells (cyan, labeled I, II and III) in the myoblast pool (red). The ju
founders (H), the larger size of the founder nuclei is apparent. In panel H′, the Twist and β-gal c
tyrosinated tubulin (I). (J–L). 6 h APF, rP298 Gal4; UAS-mCD8-GFP. The founder cells can be vis
III) and the jump muscle primordium (t). The boxed areas from J are shown in panels K and L
(arrows). Note that numerous smaller myoblasts stained with GFP are seen around the foun
images of mesothoracic hemisegments (M, P) shows the location of DVM founder cells (cyan
“t”. In high magniﬁcation images of the DVM I and II founders (N, Q), the larger size of the fou
grayscale. The extent of the founder cells is visualized by staining for tyrosinated tubulin (Oexamine the extent of the cells, an rP298-Gal4 driver (source: Devi
Menon; Menon and Chia, 2001) was used in conjunction with a UAS-
mCD8-GFP (Bloomington stock center). A nuclear localized GFP was
also used to examine if myoblasts co-localized Twist and the GFP
reporter. In order tomanipulate the number of DVM FCs, the Gal4/UAS
system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) of targeted expression was used.
The rP298-Gal 4 line was used as a driver to target desired reporter
genes. Expression of UAS-transgenes was regulated using the TARGET
system (see below). Two transgenes used for manipulating founder
cells, UAS-RasV12 (constitutively active form of Ras) and UAS-reaper
(cell death gene), were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center.
Temporal control of targeted expression of transgenes: the Gal80ts
TARGET system
As described above, the Gal4/UAS system of targeted expression
was used to drive the expression of UAS-rpr in the putative founder
cells using the rP298-Gal 4 line. Since the promoter is turned on in the
embryo (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000) for the purposes of this study, it was
necessary to “bypass” the expression of the transgenes at earlier
stages and speciﬁcally turn them on at the desired pupal stages. The
desired temporal control of targeted expression of the transgenes was
achieved using the Gal80ts TARGET system (McGuire et al., 2003;
McGuire et al., 2004). Brieﬂy, the Gal80 protein binds to and represses
Gal4. Gal80ts is a temperature sensitive mutation that inactivates the
repressor function of Gal80 at restrictive temperatures (29 °C). Thus,
at permissive temperatures (18 °C) the Gal80 molecule binds to Gal4
and blocks activation of the UAS-transgene (in our case, expression of
rP298-Gal4 driven UAS-rpr will not occur). At restrictive temperatures
(29 °C), Gal80 is inactivated, thus allowing targeted expression of the
UAS-transgene under Gal4 control. We have determined that UAS
driven reporter expression occurs 4–6 h after being shifted to 29 °C.
Thus, by initiating the inactivation protocol at 0 h APF (hours after
puparium formation), expression of reaper and RasV12 transgenes can
be blocked until 0 h APF, and the onset achieved as early as 4–6 h APF.
The rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts was generated through standard genetic
crosses and crossed to appropriate UAS-lines. The crosses were
maintained at 18 °C (permissive temperature), to allow action of the
Gal80ts, and moved to 29 °C as desired. For experiments demonstrat-
ing expression of rP298-gal4 (rP298-gal4) in imaginal discs, rP298-
gal4; Gal8ots; UAS-nlsGFP animals were grown at 29 °C from the
embryonic stage. For all other experiments involving the rP298-gal4
line, crosses were maintained at 18 °C and pupae moved to 29 °C as
necessary. When pupae were moved to 29 °C at 0 h APF, mCD8-GFP
expression could be observed at 6 h APF as shown in Fig. 1.
Staging (also see Supplementary Table 1)
Animals were collected as white pre-pupae (0±1 h APF), and aged
to 10 h APF (prior to fusion), 12–14 h APF (onset of fusion) and 20–) Schematic representation of the location of DLM and DVM ﬁberswithin the adult thorax.
is. (C) 12 hAPF, rP298 lacZ; the pre-pattern of the DLMs is represented by 3 larval scaffolds
the DLMs are visualized by GFP expression. The 3 larval scaffolds (C) undergo longitudinal
b) has not begun splitting. (E, F) rP298 lacZ; at12 hAPF, the pre-pattern of the DVM ﬁbers is
arrows) corresponding to 3 DVM I founder cells are seen; 2 large nuclei corresponding to 2
of β-3 tubulin (E, ⁎). Grayscale rendering of the β-gal channel in panel E′ shows the large
Dotted lines in panel E, F represent the jump muscle (tdt). At 18 h APF, the founder cell
be seen (black arrowhead in panel F′). Some nuclei in themyoblast pool express low levels
I) 6hAPF, rP298 lacZ. A lowmagniﬁcation image of amesothoracic hemisegment (G) shows
mp muscle primordium is labeled “t”. In high magniﬁcation images of the DVM I and II
hannels are shown in grayscale. The extent of the founder cells is visualized by staining for
ualized by GFP staining. A low magniﬁcation image (J) shows the founder cells (I, II, and
. A large DVM II founder is visible in panel K, and the DVM III founder is seen in panel L
ders (green arrowheads). (M–R) rP298 lacZ. Between 8 and 10 h APF, low magniﬁcation
, labeled I, II and III) in the myoblast pool (red). The jump muscle primordium is labeled
nder nuclei is apparent. In panels N′ and Q′, the Twist and β-gal channels are shown in
and R). Scale bar: (C–F): 50 μm, (G, J, M, P): 30 μm, (K, L): 15 μm.
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progression occurs at a quicker pace at elevated temperatures,
staging was conducted at 29 °C to match the commonly used staging
at 25 °C. Two markers were used for staging during the 0–24 h
period. One is the externally observed event of Head Eversion (HE)
which occurs at 12 h APF at 25 °C, and which coincides internally
with the rapid onset of myoblast fusion and ﬂattening of larval
scaffolds for the DLM. The other developmental milestone (internal)
is the completion of larval muscle splitting to give rise to the six DLM
ﬁbers, and occurs by 20 h APF at 25 °C. Animals were grown at 29 °C
for 8 h (10 h equivalent), 9 h 30 min (12 h equivalent), 11 h 5 min
(14 h equivalent), 12 h 40 min (16 h equivalent), 15 h 50 min (20 h
equivalent) and 19 h (24 h equivalent). To examine the effects of
exposing experimental animals to permissive temperatures after the
Head Eversion, pupae were exposed for 9.5 h at 29 °C (12 h
equivalent) and returned to 18 °C (16 h to reach the 20 h APF stage;
20 h to reach the 24 h APF stage). Controls were staged at 18 °C orFig. 2. Expression of rP298-lacZ and rP298-Gal4 driven UAS-GFP in imaginal discs. Myoblasts
galactosidase (cyan, A–G′) or NLS-GFP (green, H–J′). (A, A′) β-gal staining in a third instar T
population of myoblasts. The β-gal channel is shown in grayscale in panel A′. (B, B′) At 4 h AP
the β-gal positive myoblast population is more dispersed (arrowhead), with three larger nuc
and H showing the distribution of β-gal positive myoblast population. Note the three large n
shows Twist (myoblasts) and β-gal (rP298-lacZ) staining. (E′) Higher magniﬁcation of the n
staining for Twist (myoblasts) and rP298-lacZ. IFM precursormyoblasts (F and F′) are negative
magniﬁcation image of rP298 Gal4; UAS-nlsGFP third instar wing disc stained for Twist (myob
axis along the lines indicated in panel H′ show that IFM precursor myoblasts are negative for
expresses GFP strongly. DFM precursor myoblasts (J and J′), however, are positive for GFP. S25 °C. HE occurs at 20 h in animals reared at 18 °C, and splitting is
completed by 33 h. rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts (29 °C) and rP298-Gal4;
Gal80ts/UAS-rpr (18 °C), were used as controls. We also determined
that ﬁber formation is not altered/affected by raising animals at 29 °C
(Supplementary Fig. 1). For assaying the effect of targeted transgene
expression at the embryo stage, crosses were maintained at 29 °C,
and overnight egg lays were processed for immunostaining. Crosses
maintained at 18 °C and 25 °C were used to collect embryos that
served as controls.
Sectioning of adult thoraces
Two-day-old animals were used for sectioning. Thoraces were
isolated, ﬁxed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde (4 °C), washed in PBS
followed by a 0.85% NaCl wash. The thoraces were then dehydrated in
an alcohol series (50%, 70%, 90%, 100%) followed by washes in xylene,
and embedding in parafﬁn. Thoraces were oriented for cross sectionshave been visualized with anti-Twist (red in all panels), founder cell nuclei with anti β-
2 leg disc strongly labels a medial region of the disc epithelium (arrow), along with a
F, the everting leg epithelium that is positive for β-gal is clearly visible (arrow). Note that
lei clearly visible in grayscale. (C, D) Magniﬁed view of the boxed regions from panels G
uclei at 4 h (arrow in panel D). (E) Lowmagniﬁcation image of the third instar wing disc
otal region. (F–G′) Scans taken on the z-axis along the lines indicated in panel E′ show
for β-gal staining, while DFM precursormyoblasts (G and G′) are β-gal positive. (H) Low
lasts) and GFP. (H′) Higher magniﬁcation of the notal region. (I–J′) Scans taken on the z-
rP298-Gal4 driven GFP (I and I′) whereas a portion of the presumptive notal epithelium
cale bars: A–E′, H, H′: 30 μm.
127K.B. Atreya, J.J. Fernandes / Developmental Biology 321 (2008) 123–140or longitudinal sections. 10 μm sections were collected on glass slides,
stained with methylene blue, and mounted in Permount for
visualization. The viability of adults resulting from targeted reaper
expression was 10–15% (0% for RasV12 targeted animals).
Embryo collection
Embryos were processed using routine methods (Patel, 1994).
Overnight egg lays were dechorionated using 50% chlorox, washed in
PBS, and ﬁxed for 30 min in a 1:1 paraformaldehyde (4%): heptane
interphase. Subsequently, the embryos were devitellinized (1 min
with vigorous shaking) usingmethanol. Prior to immunostaining, they
were washed in 0.3% PBTX.
Immunostaining
Experimental and control animals were examined for myoblast
organization, founder cells, and nascent ﬁbers. Myoblasts were
labeled with rabbit anti-Twist (diluted 1:5000; Siegfried Roth, Univ.
Cologne, Germany) or rabbit anti-Erect Wing (1:1000; K. White,
Brandeis Univ). Proliferating myoblasts were assayed as described
previously (Fernandes et al., 2005) and detected using anti-BrDU
(1:10; DSHB). Founder cell nuclei were detected in animals carryingFig. 3. Targeted expression of the cell death gene, reaper, in larval scaffolds results in altered D
DLM ﬁbers (a–f) as seen in a section through the thorax. (B) The six DLM ﬁbers can be visuali
neurons. (C) Three persistent larval muscles, (MFs 9, 10, 19′) preﬁgure the six DLMs and are
22C10 allows visualization of the mesothoracic nerve; all larval NMJs are retracted at this tim
within the larval scaffolds. E-H: rP298-Gal4/+; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at 29 °C until head ever
DLM ﬁbers (⁎) are indicated here. All three DVM groups are present, but ﬁber number is inc
detected. DVM III ﬁbers are indicted by (white) arrowheads. (G) The larval scaffolds cannot
ablation of larval scaffolds, fewer large EWG-positive nuclei are detected. Arrowheads ind
myoblasts, which are not arranged in any detectable pattern. Scale bar in panel E representan rP298-lacZ chromosome using rabbit anti-β-gal (1:10,000
Promega). Founder cells and nascent ﬁbers were labeled with rabbit
anti-β3 tubulin antibodies (1: 5000; R. Renkawitz Pohl, Marburg),
22C10 (1:100; DHSB), tyrosinated tubulin (1: 50; Chemicon) or goat
anti-GFP (1:250; Abcam). 22C10 was a reliable marker of the
elongate founder cells during the 10–12 h stage. Alexa-ﬂuorophore
labeled antibodies (Molecular Probes) were used as secondary labels.
Images were captured using laser confocal microscopy (Olympus
Fluoview 500).
Apoptosis assays
The TUNEL reaction was used to label myoblasts undergoing
apoptosis (In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit, TMR red, from Roche
Applied Science). Brieﬂy, pupae were dissected in insect saline, ﬁxed
in 4% paraformaldehyde, and permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1%
sodium citrate. They were then incubated in the TUNEL reaction
mixture (prepared according to the Cell Death Detection Kit protocol)
for 60 min at 37 °C. Labeled nuclei were imaged using confocal
microscopy (excitation: 540 nm, emission: 580 nm; red channel), in a
triple labeling protocol (Figs. 5F, G), to additionally detect founder cell
nuclei (anti-β-gal, far-red channel) as well as myoblasts (anti-Twist;
green channel).LM ﬁber number. (A–D) Controls, rP298-Gal4/+; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at 25 °C (A) The
zed using 22C10 as early as 24 h APF. 22C10 also labels primary branches of innervating
visualized at 12 h APF using β-3 tubulin. Each scaffold gives rise to a pair of DLM ﬁbers.
e. (D) EWG staining allows visualization of large nuclei (arrowheads) which are located
sion (E) Muscle patterning defects are visible for the DLM and DVM ﬁbers. As many as 15
reased. (F) The adult muscle defects are evident at 24 h APF. Here, 12 DLM ﬁbers can be
be detected with β-3 tubulin; however, myoblasts are labeled. (H) Consistent with the
icate nuclei within a surviving larval muscle. The rest of EWG staining is in unfused
s 100 μm in panels A and E. Scale bar in panel H represents 50 μm for panels B–D, F–H.
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A pre-pattern of DLM and DVM ﬁbers is detected by monitoring
Dumbfounded promoter activity
During myogenesis, a pre-pattern that preﬁgures the adult pattern
of ﬁbers is usually evident prior to fusion. As fusion begins and nascentﬁbers make an appearance, elements of the adult pattern, such as
number of ﬁbers, are clearly observed. The indirect ﬂight muscles
(IFMs) of the thorax (Figs. 1A, B) are made up of two groups of
functionally opposing muscles, DLMs, which are the wing depressors,
and DVMs, which are the wing elevators. The six DLM ﬁbers (Fig. 1B)
are preﬁgured by three persistent larval muscles (Fig. 1C; the pre-
pattern), and are evident in the pupal mesothorax as early as 6 h APF
129K.B. Atreya, J.J. Fernandes / Developmental Biology 321 (2008) 123–140(after puparium formation) (Fernandes et al., 1991). Between 6 and
12 h APF they dedifferentiate, losing myoﬁbrillar structure and
becoming ﬂattened and elongated. The persistent larval nuclei in the
scaffolds can be visualized using the nuclear targeted reporter in an
rP298-lacZ line (source: Aki Nose), which has been used as a marker for
embryonic founder cells (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000). The larval muscles
undergo a process of longitudinal splitting as myoblasts begin fusing
with them (Fig. 1D) which culminates in the generation of six ﬁbers by
20 h APF. This is the adult pattern, and is evident by 25% of the pupal
phase. Large imaginal pioneer cells (IPs) represent the pre-pattern for
the DVMs (Rivlin et al., 2000); thus DVM I, which has 3 ﬁbers is
represented by 3 IPs, whereas DVM II which has 2 ﬁbers is represented
by 2 IPs. These IPs, will henceforth be referred to as founder cells (FCs).
They express Dumbfounded (Dutta et al., 2004; Fernandes and
Keshishian, 2005), as detected by the nuclear localization of the lacZ
reporter in an rP298-lacZ line (Figs. 1E, E′). Thus, at 12 h APF, in the
region of DVMI, three large rP298-lacZ expressing nuclei are seen, and
in the region of DVM II there are 2. DVM III, which develops just below
the DLM ﬁbers, appears to be patterned differently; it is made up of 2
ﬁbers and is preﬁgured by a single rP298-lacZ positive cell (Rivlin et al.,
2000; Fernandes and Keshishian, 2005). EM studies have shown that at
4–6 h APF the span of the FC is 7 times larger than the surrounding
myoblasts, and that it is rich in microtubules (Rivlin et al., 2000). These
studies also demonstrated that the size of the FC nucleus is at least four
times the size of a myoblast nucleus. Using ﬂuorescence microscopy, it
is relatively easy to examine the extent of the founder cell with
antibodies to β-3 tubulin (Fig. 1E) as well as 22C10 (Figs. 5A–D). As
fusion begins, the nascent ﬁber expresses higher levels of β-3 tubulin
(Fig. 1F). At this time myoblast nuclei are seen within the ﬁbers and
express the lacZ reporter (Figs. 1F,F′), albeit at lower levels than the FC
nucleus. These nuclei tend to cluster near the FC nuclei and are much
smaller in size (Fig. 1F′). A few myoblasts in the vicinity of the founder
cell/nascent ﬁber also express the reporter at similar levels (Figs. 1E′,F′).
Onset of rP298-promoter activity during DVM myogenesis
In order to examine the relative location of DVM FCs in themyoblast
pool prior to the onset of fusion, the rP298-lacZ linewas used in a triple
labeling experiment that detected myoblasts (anti-Twist) the FC
nucleus (anti-β-galactosidase), and the cellular extent of the FC
(tyrosinated tubulin; neither 22C10 nor β-3 tubulin can detect the
FC prior to 12 h APF). Three stages were observed — 6 h, 8 h and 10 h.
By 6 h APF, adult myoblasts (Twist-positive) are present in the
thoracic cavity. At this time, rP298-lacZ reporter expression is
detected in nuclei of DVM FCs, the TDT primordium as well as in the
larval scaffolds of the DLM (Fig. 2G). Founder cells for DVM I and II are
situated more ventrally, and the founder cell for DVM III is in the
vicinity of the DLM scaffolds; this may be suggestive of distinct disc
origins. By examining at a higher magniﬁcation, it is clear that the FC
nuclei continue to be much larger than the surrounding myoblast
nuclei (Figs. 1H, H′). The cellular extent of the FCs is barely detectable
using antibodies to tyrosinated tubulin (Fig. 1I). In order to enhance
visualization of the cellular extent, we utilized a rP298 Gal4 line
(source: Devi Menon) to drive mCD8-GFP. The combination of the
Gal4/UAS system as well as a membrane targeted reporter allowed aFig. 4. Eliminating founder cells results in supernumerary DVM ﬁbers. (A–E) Controls: rP298
29 °C from 0–12 h APF. (A) In a section through the adult thorax, the proﬁles of all three DVM
number of ﬁbers in each group is indicated (⁎) in the right hemisegment. The Jump muscle,
rP298-Gal4-expressing cells prior to the onset of fusion (F), supernumerary ﬁbers are observ
panel A. (B–D; G–I) 24 h APF (B) Lowmagniﬁcation image of a 24 h APF dissected preparation
are surrounded bymyoblasts (EWG). (C) A higher magniﬁcation of the DVM region, showing
panel B is shown. (D) Two clusters of EWG-positive nuclei correspond to two of the three
developing DLMs remains unchanged under conditions of targeted reaper expression. The ov
magniﬁcation reveals that the number of DVM ﬁbers (⁎) as visualized with 22C10 has increas
APF. Nascent DVM ﬁbers revealed with β-3 tubulin (E, ⁎). Under conditions of reaper expr
represents 100 μm in panels B, G; 50 μm in panels C, H, E, J; 33 μm in panels D, I.much better visualization of the span of the DVM FCs (Figs. 1J–L). This
experiment was also necessary as we have used rP298-Gal4 for
targeted expression studies reported in a later section. At 6 h APF,
elongate FCs could be seen (Figs. 1J–L). We know that these large cells
are mono-nucleate because fusion is not known to occur until well
after 10 h APF (Fernandes et al., 1991; Fernandes and Keshishian,
1996). EM studies have also demonstrated that they are mono-
nucleate (Rivlin et al., 2000). Interestingly we observed a few unfused
myoblasts in the vicinity of the FCs that express GFP at lower levels
than the FCs, andwhichwere Twist-positive as well. These cells can be
seen in an rP298-lacZ line only by 12 h APF (Figs.1E, E′). The additional
cells are relevant to explain the results of studies presented later in
which we genetically ablate the FCs.
Using the rP298-lacZ line, by 8 h APF (Figs. 1M–O), the cellular
extent of the DVM FCs is detectable using antibodies to tyrosinated
tubulin, the FC nuclei continue to be larger than surrounding
myoblasts and the single DVM III FC nucleus is situated closer to the
DLM. By 10 h APF (Figs. 1P–R), a meshwork of tyrosinated tubulin-
positive staining demarcates the position of the DVM FCs. The FC
nuclei are larger than surrounding myoblasts and a few small rP298-
lacZ positive nuclei are detected in the vicinity of the FCs (Fig. 1R).
Origin of the DVM FCs
Clonal analysis has demonstrated that precursors of the indirect
ﬂight muscles (myoblasts) are associated with larval wing imaginal
discs (Lawrence, 1982). Two previous studies have suggested different
origins for the large DVM organizer cells. One study refers to them as
imaginal pioneers, IPs, (Rivlin et al., 2000) and suggests that they
originate from the leg disc, whereas another study refers to them as
founder cells (Dutta et al., 2004) and suggests that they arise from
myoblasts of the wing imaginal disc. Our studies support a ventral
origin of DVM FCs based on the following observations: (1) The FCs for
DVMs I and II are located closer to the ventral midline at 6hAPF, when
compared to the ﬁnal location of the ﬁbers in the lateral bodywall
(Figs. 1A, G, J, M, P). (2) Examining the cellular extent of the FCs at 6 h
APF reveals that they stretch along a D/V axis prior to ﬁber formation
(Fig. 1J). (3) Using the rP298-lacZ line, we are able to detect at least 3
large rP298-lacZ expressing nuclei in the stalk of the mesothoracic leg
disc at 4 h APF (n=5), just as the discs are in the process of eversion
(Figs. 2B, B′, D). These nuclei do not express the reporter in the third
larval instar (Figs. 2A, A′, C; n=11). It has been reported previously
(using DIC optics) that 9–10 large nuclei can be seen in the stalk of the
mesothoracic leg disc (Rivlin et al., 2000). In conjunction with our
studies, it is possible that the nuclei are present but that the duf
promoter is not yet active. We have examined the prothoracic and
metathoracic leg discs as well as the wing imaginal disc at the larval
(n=29; equal representation of all 3 discs) and 4 h APF stages (n=16;
equal representation of all 3 discs) and ﬁnd no evidence of large
rP298-lacZ expressing cells (Supplementary Fig. 2).
We are not able to replicate the observation of a previous study
(Dutta et al., 2004) that rP298-lacZ is expressed at low levels by
myoblasts in the wing imaginal disc, although we have used the same
line. Our results show that the reporter is expressed in the notum
region, which harbors the myoblasts (Figs. 2E, E′); however, this labelGal4/+; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at 18 °C. (F–J) rP298-Gal4/+; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at
ﬁbers are easily seen. The ﬁber groups are indicated in the left hemisegment, and the
or the tdt (t) is situated between DVMs I and II. In animals where reaper is targeted to
ed in the DVM (circled) and DLM. Note the increase in DVM ﬁber proﬁles compared to
indicating relative locations of DVMs, DLMs and the TDT. The developing ﬁbers (22C10)
three ﬁbers of DVM I (⁎, black) and 2 ﬁbers of DVM II (⁎, white). The 22C10 channel from
ﬁbers of DVM I. (G) The overall pattern of three DVM groups situated laterally to the
erall distribution of myoblasts is also relatively unchanged. (H) An examination at higher
ed. (I) Rows of EWG-positive nuclei correspond to supernumerary ﬁbers. Panels E, J, 14 h
ession, many more elongate ﬁbers are present in the region of DVM myogenesis. Bar
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myoblasts, as determined by a z-section (Figs. 2F, F′). The epithelial
expression of rP298-lacZ in the notum has been previously reported;
these studies did not note any expression in the myoblasts (Kozopas
and Nusse, 2002). We do observe a small subset of myoblasts that
strongly express the reporter (Figs. 2E, E′), which are located in a
region known to harbor precursors of the Direct Flight Muscles
(Sudarsan et al., 2001).A z-section through this region conﬁrms that
the Twist label and reporter expression are coincident (Figs. 2G, G′).
These observations are consistent with a previous study that
examined the origins of DFM ﬁbers (Kozopas and Nusse, 2002). We
also examined wing imaginal discs using rP298 Gal4; UAS-NLS-GFP
and obtained similar results (Figs. 1H–J). The lack of rP298-promoter
activity in myoblasts in imaginal discs is relevant because Dutta et al.
(2004) favor the possibility that the DVM FCs (high rP298-reporter)
are selected fromwing disc myoblasts (low rP298-reporter). Our data
support a leg disc origin as proposed by Rivlin et al. (2000), and also
provide evidence that the large nuclei corresponding in size to those
of the DVM FCs are detectable in the stalk of the evaginating leg disc
(stalk region) as early as 4 h APF.
Effect of targeted expression of reaper on DLM development
We have used the rP298-Gal4 driver for targeted expression
studies. The cell death gene, reaper, was targeted to founder cells to
manipulate the number of founder cells prior to the onset of fusion.
Our experimental protocols ensured the onset of reaper expression in
the founder cell as early as 6 h APF, lasting at least until the onset of
myoblast fusion (see Materials and methods). The effect of these
manipulations on myogenesis was observed early during myogenesis
when fusion is not yet underway, and later, during fusion and ﬁber
formation. All events occur during the ﬁrst 24 h of metamorphosis.
Examining the effect of reaper expression on DLM development
proved to be a valuable positive control. The larval scaffolds for DLM
development have been previously ablated by laser ablations (Farrell
et al., 1996). These studies determined that multiple ﬁbers are
generated — as many as 11 ﬁbers are seen, in contrast to the 6 ﬁbers
that normally develop from three larval scaffolds by splitting. The
adult phenotypes resulting from targeted reaper expression were
strikingly similar. As many as 15 fascicles were observed in sectioned
thoraces (n=10; Figs. 3A, E; this represents less than 3% escapers). The
increase in ﬁber number is also observed at 24 h APF (Figs. 3B, F), by
which time myogenesis is usually completed and the adult pattern ofTable 1
Effect of targeting reaper to DVM founder cells
Stage in myogenesis Temperature regimena D
Completion of myogenesis 24 h APF at 18 °C (control; n=14)
No. of ﬁbers 3
0–12 h APF at 29 °C; 12–24 h APF at 18 °C (experim
No. of ﬁbers (total) 5
No. of supernumerary ﬁbers 3
No. of rP298 positive (large) nuclei 1.
Onset of fusion 12 h APF at 18 °C (control; n=16)
No. of ﬁbers 2
No. of rP298 positive (large) nuclei 2
12 h APF at 29 °C (experimental; n=41)
No. of ﬁbers 0
No. of rP298 positive (large) nuclei 2
Prior to fusion 10 h APF at 18 °C (control; n=16)
No. of rP298 positive (large) nuclei 2
10 h APF at 29 °C (experimental; n=16)
No. of rP298 positive (large) nuclei 2
a All ﬂies were of the genotype rP298-lacZ/rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr and the stages a
⁎ pb0.05.
⁎⁎ pb0.0001.DLM ﬁbers is evident. The developing adult muscle ﬁbers can be
visualized with 22C10 (Fernandes et al., 2005) which labels a
microtubule associated protein (Hummel et al., 2000; Roos et al.,
2000). To conﬁrm that these outcomes are due to a loss of the larval
scaffolds brought about by targeted reaper expression, the 12 h APF
stage was examined. In control animals at this stage, the 3 persistent
larval muscles have dedifferentiated into elongate scaffolds (Fer-
nandes et al., 1991); Fig. 3C). These scaffolds can be visualized using
antibodies to β-3 tubulin. Under conditions of reaper expression, all
three scaffolds are missing (Fig. 3G) in 50% of hemisegments (n=14).
Two scaffolds were missing in 36% of hemisegments observed, and
one scaffold was missing in 14% of hemisegments. Under these
experimental conditions, the surrounding myoblasts are easily
visualized with β-3 tubulin, presumably due to absence of the
scaffolds that they normally surround. If indeed the expression is
higher than normal, it may reﬂect the onset of compensatory
mechanisms for initiating fusion and ﬁber formation (see DVM
phenotype below). Another line of evidence that independently
conﬁrms the ablation of larval scaffolds comes from examining Erect
Wing expression in a double-labeling experiment. At 12 h APF, EWG is
prominently expressed by the large larval nuclei within the larval
scaffolds (DeSimone et al., 1996; Fig. 3D). Under conditions of reaper
expression, 58% of hemisegments (n=12) show a complete lack of
these nuclei, indicating absence of the larval scaffolds, and conﬁrming
that expression of reaper does result in the elimination of cells that it
is targeted to. The observation that not all animals display complete
loss of EWG expression also suggests that the larval scaffolds are lost
gradually. In addition to the larval nuclei, EWG is also expressed by a
subset of myoblasts that are in close proximity of the larval scaffolds.
These are the ﬁrst wave of fusing myoblasts (DeSimone et al., 1996;
Fernandes and Keshishian, 1996). Under conditions of reaper
expression, EWG-expressing myoblasts are loosely dispersed in the
myoblast pool (Fig. 3H). It is important to note that the myoblast
pool is not affected (see Fig. 4G), suggesting that the effects on
muscle development are a result of altered properties of the
organizer cells.
Supernumerary ﬁbers are generated as a result of targeting reaper to
DVM founder cells
Adult
Sections through adult thoraces revealed that DVM ﬁber number is
increased (Figs. 4A, F). This phenotype is seen in all experimentalVM I DVM II DVM III DLM
2 2 6
ental; n=14)
.0±0.4⁎⁎ 3.9±0.5⁎ 4.83±0.31⁎⁎ 9.3±0.33⁎⁎
.7±1 2.9±0.6 n.d. n.a.
9±0.2 1.5±0.3 n.d. n.a.
.89±0.11 1.78±0.15 2 3 (larval)
.9±0.1 2 1 n.a.
.7±0.15⁎⁎ 0.5±0.19⁎⁎ n.d. 0.9±0.2⁎⁎
.0±0.2 1.1±0.2 n.d. n.a.
.5±0.18 2.0 1.0 n.a.
.3±0.15 1.2±0.16 0.75±0.11 n.a.
re equivalents at 25 °C.
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Multiple fascicles were observed for all 3 DVM groups. When the
thoracic area occupied by the muscle ﬁbers was quantiﬁed, it was
found that control DVM ﬁbers occupy 17% of the thoracic area,
whereas under conditions of targeted reaper expression, they occupy
19% of the thoracic area. The difference was found to be statistically
insigniﬁcant, and as in the case of the DLMs, has a bearing on the fact
that the myoblast pool derived from the wing imaginal disc is
unaffected by the manipulation. Interestingly, the number of DVM
groups (3) is maintained, suggesting that cues for muscle attachment
are intact and are recognized by the supernumerary ﬁbers.
Pupa
At 24 h APF, as well, three groups of DVM ﬁbers (I, II, and III) are
seen in controls as well as in reaper targeted animals (Figs. 4B, G).
Additionally, myoblast distribution at this stage appears normal.
When observed at higher magniﬁcation, it is evident that the number
of DVM ﬁbers is increased (Table 1; Figs. 4C, H), which is consistentFig. 5. Elimination of founder cells as a result of reaper expression. (A–C) Control,10 h APF. rP2
jumpmuscle (t). Circles represent location of the large founder cell nuclei. (B) DVM founder ce
large nucleus of each founder cell, and is best seen for DVM II. The dorsally projecting tips o
tubulin (C). (D) Control, 12 h APF: rP298 Gal4/ rP298 lacZ; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at 18 °C. rP2
DVM I; Set of 2 nuclei correspond to FCs of DVM II. 22C10 indicates cellular extent of the FCs. (
reaper is targeted to Duf-expressing cells prior to fusion, the founder cells are no longer prom
smaller and do not have robust lacZ expression. (F) Targeting reaper eventually eliminates the
nucleus is seen undergoing apoptosis (pink arrow). The white arrow points to an intact DVM
nuclei. Panels H–I, 10 h APF. 5 founder cell nuclei are evident, corresponding to DVMs I and II.with the adult phenotype. The average number of DVM ﬁbers was as
follows: 5.0±0.4 (DVM I), 3.9±0.5 (DVM II), and 4.8±0.3 (DVM III).
These increases are statistically signiﬁcant when compared to controls
(pb0.01). During ﬁber formation, adult myoblasts that fuse with the
nascent ﬁbers align in rows and express the transcription factor EWG
(DeSimone et al., 1996; Fig. 4D). In experimental conditions this
feature is observed in each of the supernumerary ﬁbers (Fig. 4I),
strongly suggesting that multiple foci of fusion were initiated in
absence of the DVM FCs. We next asked how early the nascent
supernumerary ﬁbers can be detected. At a stage when fusion has just
begun (14 h APF), the elongate nascent DVM ﬁbers express higher
levels of β-3 tubulin than surrounding myoblasts in controls (Fig. 4E).
Under conditions of reaper expression, the larger/longer nascent
ﬁbers are not easily evident. Instead, many more elongate ﬁbers are
present which label stronger than neighboring cells. These ﬁbers label
more intensely with β-3 tubulin in comparison to cells of themyoblast
pool (Fig. 4J) and are likely to preﬁgure the multiple DVM ﬁbers seen
at 24 h and in the adult.98 Gal4/+; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at 18 °CDVMs I and II are indicated along with the tdt/
lls are easily visualized using 22C10, the label is excluded from the region occupied by the
f each FC are marked with arrows. These founder cells can also be visualized using β-3
98-lacZ labels the founder cell nuclei (small arrow). Set of 3 nuclei correspond to FCs of
E–I) rP298 Gal4/ rP298 lacZ; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr grown at 29 °C. panels E–I, 12 h APF (E)When
inent. Consistently, the number of founder cell nuclei is also reduced. The nuclei appear
founder cells. Two founder cell nuclei in the region of DVM I are indicated (arrows). One
FC nucleus. (G) The myoblast pool in the same ﬁeld as “F” shown along with the two FC
Founder cells (H) and their nuclei (F) are largely intact at this stage. Bar represents 50 μm.
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What is the fate of founder cells to which reaper is targeted? We
examined founder cell nuclei as well as the cellular extent at 12 h APF,
whenmyoblast fusion has just begun. Although the extent of the DVM
founder cells can be visualized prior to fusion using 22C10 and β-3
tubulin (Figs. 5A–C), by introducing an rP298-lacZ chromosome into
the targeted reaper expression background, they can be readily
located due to the large size of their labeled nuclei. In control animals
at 12 h APF, 3 large nuclei corresponding to DVM I and 2 nuclei
corresponding to DVM II can be detected (Table 1; Fig. 5D). As a result
of targeting reaper to these cells during the 0–12 h APF interval, the
number of rP298-lacZ positive nuclei is reduced (Table 1). The number
of large rP298-lacZ positive nuclei is reduced for both DVM I and II; the
average number for DVMI is 2.0±0.2, while that for DVMII is 1.1±0.2
(Table 1). These reductions are statistically signiﬁcant when compared
to controls (pb0.05 for DVMI and pb0.001 for DVMII). In addition to a
reduction in number of rP298-LacZ positive nuclei, the intensity of
reporter expression is not as robust as controls, and the overall size of
the nuclei is also reduced (Fig. 5E).
We also examined the variation in number of FC nuclei in DVM I.
21% of hemisegments showed the normal number of 3 nuclei, while
the majority (80%) of hemisegments showed 2 or fewer nuclei (Table
2). The range of phenotypes observed is depicted in Supplementary
Fig. 3 Interestingly, the same trend is seen at 24 h APF, when we have
demonstrated the presence of supernumerary ﬁbers. The nuclei were
scored as being present even if they were slightly reduced in size. The
reduction in number suggested that nuclei might be apoptosing. We
used TUNEL labeling to detect such nuclei and found that it was not
easy to “catch” cells in the process. At 12 h APF, we were able to detect
apoptosing nuclei in only 2 out of 26 hemisegments examined. We
have previously reported the difﬁculty in readily observing apoptosing
myoblasts (Fernandes and Keshishian, 2005) when developing
muscles are denervated, and this is due to mechanisms that are in
place to rapidly clear away cellular debris during metamorphosis. We
believe this to be the casewith targeted reaper expression as well. One
example of a founder cell undergoing apoptosis is shown in Fig. 5F. In
this case, 2/3 DVM I FCs are present, indicating that the third has been
ablated. Of the remaining two, one is undergoing apoptosis. The 2 FCs
of DVM II are absent in this example, indicating that they have already
been ablated. Independent evidence for loss of the DVM founder cellsTable 2
Frequency of the distribution of rP298-lacZ labeled founder cell nuclei (DVMI) upon
reaper expression
Stage in myogenesis Treatmenta 3 nuclei 2 nuclei 1 nucleus 0 nucleus
Completion of
myogenesis
24 h APF at 25 °C 100% 0% 0% 0%
n=14
12 h APF at 29 °C 21% 64% 7% 7%
(post HE pulse)
n=10
12 h APF at 18 °C 100% 0% 0% 0%
12 h APF at 29 °C
(post HE pulse)
n = 14
Onset of fusion 12 h APF at 18 °C 90% 10% 0% 0%
(n=10)
12 h APFat29°C 21% 50% 30% 0%
(n=14)
Prior to fusion 10 h APF at 18 63% 25% 12% 0%
(n=16)
10 h APF at 29 °C 38% 56% 6% 0%
(n=16)
Numbers in bold represent the category that was most abundant. For controls, this
number should be 3 nuclei. Upon exposure to 29 °C prior to fusion, most animals had
fewer than 3 nuclei at all stages.
a All treatments indicate age (h APF) equivalent to growth at 25 °C.comes from examining the cellular extent of the founder cells. In
addition to the large nucleus, a striking feature of the founder cell is its
expanse. It is an elongated cell, and during 6–12 h (prior to onset of
rapid fusion) it is seen clearly extending towards the dorsal
attachment point (Figs. 1J, K and 5B). These cells are rich in
microtubules (Rivlin et al., 2000) and label intensely with 22C10
(Figs. 5B, D). When the number of founder cells that spanned their D/V
attachment points were quantiﬁed in experimental animals at 12 h
APF, we determined that there were 0.71±0.15 cells for DVM I
(normally 3) and 0.5±0.19 cells for DVM II (normally 2). Thus in
addition to TUNEL, three independent approaches were used to
demonstrate loss of the founder cell upon targeted expression of
reaper-nuclear counts, the number of elongate founder cells, and a
correlation between the two.
Another striking outcome of targeting reaper expression to the
founder cells is a departure from the normally observed one-to-one
correspondence between (large) nuclei detected by rP298-LacZ and
the number of elongate DVM FCs detected using 22C10 (Table 1),
which identiﬁes the cellular extent. The loss of correspondence is most
obvious at 12 h APF, when fusion normally begins, and continues to be
seen at 24 h APF, by which time much of the process of myogenesis is
completed. More nuclei than elongate FCs/nascent ﬁbers can be
detected and this is a reﬂection of perdurance of the reporter. It is
important to note that there isn't any widespread myoblast death at
this time, which is in agreement with the conservation of muscle
volume. Anti-Twist labeling to visualize myoblasts revealed that
myoblast segregation into DVM I and II primordia which normally
occurs by this time is impaired (Fig. 5G). The segregation is absent in
58% of animals observed (n=12), and is due to the loss of founder cells
(as inferred by the loss of rP298-lacZ positive nuclei).
Interestingly, when examined at 10 h APF, the average number of
rP298-lacZ positive nuclei in experimental animals and controls is
statistically similar (Table 1; Figs. 5H, I). It is clear however, that the
effects of reaper expression are beginning to take effect, when we
examine the number of animals with fewer than 3 nuclei (Table 2). In
controls, a majority of the animals have 3 nuclei (63%); this may seem
to be low, but at this time, not all the FC nuclei have fully situated
themselves in their ﬁnal position. In experimental animals, the
majority of animals (56%) have 2 nuclei.
In order to test the effect of duration of reaper exposure during
myogenesis, we performed 2 additional sets of experiments. Reaper
was expressed after the onset of fusion (regime A; Fig. 6) and
compared with the treatments prior to the onset of fusion (regime B,
Fig. 6). Additionally reaper was expressed continuously during
myogenesis (regime C, Fig. 6) to ask if the supernumerary ﬁbers
were being generated due to a return to permissive temperature. Fiber
formation was not affected under regime A (Figs. 6A, A′), in which
reaper was targeted after the onset of fusion. Presumably, the pre-
pattern (of DVM FCs) is not affected allowing for 3 foci of fusion for
DVM I and 2 for DVM II. Under regime B, we see multiple ﬁbers (Figs.
6B, B′) as we have shown before, conﬁrming that this is a consequence
of the loss of the pre-pattern of DVM FCs. The ﬁgure depicts a rare
outcome, where supernumerary ﬁbers are found in the DVM I region
but the DVM II ﬁbers are unaffected. The general principle however
hold true: i.e. in unaffected ﬁbers, the large rP298-lacZ positive
nucleus is detected; but when supernumerary ﬁbers are present, it is
due to death of the founder cell. This further supports our claim that
presence of an intact founder cell will prevent neighboring cells from
seeding supernumerary ﬁbers. When reaper is targeted continuously,
no supernumerary ﬁbers are formed (Figs. 6C, C′), indicating that the
multiple ﬁbers that develop in regime B are a result of recovery
afforded by the return to permissive temperatures.
Taken together our data suggest that reaper expression becomes
effective at or around 10 h APF and that elimination of founder cells is
evident by 12 h APF. Our results thus far indicate that expression of
reaper prior to the onset of fusion is sufﬁcient to kill the DVM FCs, and
Fig. 6. Effects of duration of reaper expression on founder cells. Schematic: Temperature regimens to achieve reaper expression after the onset of fusion (A), before the onset of fusion
(B), and during the entiremyogenesis period (C). Myogenesis was examined at 24 h APF. Genotype: rP298-Gal4/rP298-lacZ; Gal80ts/UAS-rpr. (A)When reaper is targeted to founders
after the onset of fusion, the three DVM I ﬁbers and two DVM II ﬁbers develop normally. rP298-lacZ expression in the founder cell nuclei (arrows) is unaffected. (B) Multiple ﬁbers
seen in the DVM I region as a result of targeting reaper expression to the founder cells prior to fusion. Note that the founder cells for DVM II were not completely eliminated, as
evidenced by persistence of the β-gal reporter (arrows). Multiple ﬁbers are not seen in the DVM II region, and this is a rare situation (C) Almost total loss of ﬁbers seen upon sustained
expression of reaper during myogenesis. (A′, B′, C′) Inverted images of the red channel in which ﬁbers were visualized, showing the individual fasciculation (⁎) in ﬁbers of DVM I and
II. Scale bar: 30 μm.
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organizer cells are recruited. Many more elongate rP298-lacZ positive
cells are seen in the region occupied by DVM myoblasts, and some
nascent ﬁbers with multiple nuclei are clearly seen (Fig. 6A),
indicating the progression of fusion. Thus, the large DVM FCs are not
necessary to initiate myogenesis, and their fundamental role is to
preﬁgure ﬁber number, a property that they also share with their
embryonic counterparts.
Targeted expression of the constitutively active UAS-RasV12 in rP298-Gal4
expressing cells
The RasV12 transgene has been used to increase cell numbers during
hematopoeisis (Asha et al., 2003) and in imaginal discs (Prober andEdgar, 2000; Karim and Rubin,1998), by targeting differentiated cells. In
this case, the increase in cell numbers is due to an increase in cell
proliferation. In the embryo, when RasV12 is targeted to the embryonic
mesoderm, an overproduction of muscle progenitor cells is seen
(Carmena et al., 1998), which does not involve proliferation, but rather
a change in cell fate. Our intention was to examine if a similar
mechanism operated for the DVM FCs as well. Our results show that
founder cell number was not increased; however, we did observe the
appearance of supernumerary ﬁbers. Since adults failed to emerge from
these manipulations, we restricted our analysis to the pupal stage.
Effect on DVM development
UAS-RasV12 was targeted to rP298-lacZ expressing cells for the
duration of myogenesis (0–24 h) and the muscle phenotype observed
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The number of DVM ﬁbers, as detected by 22C10 staining is increased
(Figs. 7C, D; Table 3). The total number of DVMI ﬁbers in ahemisegment ranged from 3–9 ﬁbers. The mean number of ﬁbers
(5.9±0.28) was increased in comparison to controls (pb0.0001, n=9).
A similar trend was seen for DVM II. The total number of ﬁbers ranged
Table 3
Effect of targeting RasV12 to DVM founder cells
DVM I DVM II DVM III DLM
rP298-lacZ/rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/+; UAS-RasV12/+ 20 h at 25 °C
No. of ﬁbers 3 2 2 6
(n=7)
rP298-lacZ/rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/+; UAS-RasV12/+ 20 h at 29 °C
No. of ﬁbersa 5.4±0.26⁎⁎ 4.7±0.23⁎⁎ 3.5±0.15⁎⁎ 5.4±0.1⁎⁎
(n=40)
No. of original ﬁbersb 3.0±0.0 1.13±0.4 n.d. n.a.
(n=9)
No. of rP298 positive (large) nucleib 3.0±0.0 1.5±0.3 n.d. n.a.
(n=9)
rP298-lacZ/rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/+; UAS-RasV12/+ 16 h at 29 °C (n=7)
No. of ﬁbers 6.3±0.62 7.2±1.2 n.d. n.d.
No. of original ﬁbers 3.0±0 2.3±1.7 n.d. n.d.
No. of rP298 positive (large) nucleib 2.6±0.5 2.3±1.7 n.d. n.d.
rP298-lacZ/rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/+; UAS-RasV12/+ 12 h at 25 °C (n=6)
No. of ﬁbers 3 2 2 3 (larval)
12 h at 29 °C (n=28)
No. of ﬁbersa 3.9±0.24# 3.1±0.15# n.d. 3 (larval)
⁎⁎ pb0.0001; #pb0.005.
a Includes preps that did not have rP298 lacZ in the background.
b Subset of that contained an rP298lacZ chromosome.
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statistically signiﬁcant as well (pb0.0001, n=9) when compared to
controls. In the case of DVM III, 1–2 large ﬁbers were seen in most
cases (Fig. 7D).
To trace the origin of the increase in ﬁber number, the 12–14 h
period was examined. An increase in the number of elongate
supernumerary ﬁbers was very evident (Table 3; Fig. 7I), indicating
that expression of RasV12 during the period prior to onset of fusionwas
sufﬁcient. At 12 h APF, the mean number of ﬁbers is increased in
comparison to controls (3.9±0.24; pb0.0001, n=30), and a similar
trend was seen for DVM II (3.1±0.15; pb0.0001, n=25). At 14 h APF, as
many as 5 DVM I ﬁbers and 4 DVM II ﬁbers can be seen in the example
shown in Fig. 7I. Labeling with the transcription factor, Erect Wing,
shows that myoblasts cluster at the sites of formation of DVMI and
DVM II (Fig. 7J), in a manner similar to controls (Fig. 7F), suggesting
that the patterning cues for the segregation are intact. Fusion appears
to proceed normally, as detected by the typical arrangement of fused
nuclei in rows within the nascent ﬁbers (Fig. 7J). Interestingly, neither
the FC nuclei nor the rP298-lacZ positive myoblasts labeled with BrDU
(see Supplementary Fig. 4), indicating that the increase in number
does not involve proliferation of founder cells or cells of the myoblast
pool. Proliferation rates were measured in the myoblast pool in
controls as well as experimental animals and comparisons indicated
that they were not statistically different (p=0.9). At a time when
fusion is well under way, 40% of the myoblasts were proliferating in a
2500 μm2 ﬁeld in both controls and experimental animals. The
average number of DVM ﬁbers seen at 20 h is signiﬁcantly increased in
comparison to 12 h APF (Table 3; pb0.0001) suggesting that cells withFig. 7. Effects of targeting rasV12 to rP298-Gal4 expressing cells during adult myogenesis. (
Gal80ts/+; UAS-rasv12/+ at 29 °C. A–D: 24 h APF: the six DLM ﬁbers and three groups of DVM
are labeled with Erect Wing (green) and ﬁbers with 22C10 (magenta). B–D: DVM developmen
DVM area looks expanded. A close up (C) shows that there are many more DVM ﬁbers. This i
each are visible for DVMs I and II (⁎ denotes ﬁbers). E–F; I–J: 14 h APF. E,F and I, J are the mag
begun, DVM ﬁbers can be visualized using 22C10, and myoblast segregation to the DVM form
overexpression, alteration in the number of ﬁbers (⁎) is evident (I). The segregation of myob
rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/+; UAS-rasv12/+ at 25 °C. The rP298-lacZ expressing positive nuclei of t
rP298-lacZ/rP298-Gal4; Gal80ts/+; UAS-rasv12/+ at 29 °C. As a result of ras overexpression, th
not of the large founder cell nuclei (arrows). Multiple ﬁbers are best observed at 20 h (L) whe
25 μm in the rest.the ability to seed ﬁber formation are recruited from the myoblast
pool in response to the continued activation of RasV12.
Just as with our studies with UAS-reaper, we also examined the
presence of large FC nuclei by introducing the rP298-lacZ chromo-
some into the targeted RasV12 background. The 16 h and 20 h stages
were examined. For DVMs I and II, the number of characteristically
“large” rP298-lacZ positive nuclei are the same as controls (Figs. 7G,
H, K, L) and is not statistically different at the two stages (Table 3).
The supernumerary ﬁbers also express rP298-lacZ, and these are
much thinner than the ﬁbers seeded by the large DVM FCs.
Interestingly, dorsal abdominal muscles were affected in a manner
similar to the DVMs, with respect to an increase in ﬁber number
(Figs. 8E, F).
Effect on DLM development
In control animals, DLM ﬁbers are usually six in number.
Expressing RasV12 in DLM scaffolds results in a decrease in the
number of ﬁbers (5.4±0.1) which is statistically signiﬁcant (Table 3;
pb0.0001). This reduction is due to an inability to undergo complete
splitting. At 24 h APF, 50% of hemisegments examined had 4–5 ﬁbers,
almost always due to incomplete splitting. The other prominent effect
is that each ﬁber is thicker than normal, and is due to an increase in
the number of rows of nuclei (Fig. 8). In controls, by 24 h APF there are
4 rows of nuclei within each ﬁber as detected by EWG expression (Fig.
8A). As a result of RasV12 expression, the increase in rows of nuclei is
statistically signiﬁcant (Figs. 8B–D; 5.26±0.2; pb0.00001). Thus,
targeted expression of RasV12 in the larval scaffolds results in an
enhanced rate of fusion. The increase in rows of nuclei is observedA, E–F): Control, rP298-Gal4/+; Gal80ts/+; UAS-rasv12/+ at 25 °C. (B–D, I–J): rP298−/+
ﬁbers (I, II and III) are evident in controls (A). T = the jump muscle or the TDT. Myoblast
t under conditions of rasV12 overexpression, 24 h APF. (B) In a low magniﬁcation view, the
s much easily seen in an inverted B/W image of the 22C10 channel (D). At least 4 ﬁber
enta and green channels respectively of the same image. Soon after the ﬁrst fusions hav
ing primordia can be detected using anti-EWG (E,F; controls). Under conditions of ra
lasts as visualized by EWG expression remains unaffected (J). G,H: Control, rP298-lacZ
he DVM FCs are evident (green) as are the nascent ﬁbers (magenta). M,N: Experimenta
ere is an increase in the number of rP298-lacZ expressingmyoblasts (smaller nuclei), bu
re their attachment sites are indicated (⁎; DVM I). Bar in B represents 50 μm in A and B;
s
s
e
s
/
l,
t
,
Fig. 8. DLM development under conditions of RasV12 overexpression. (A) The normal component of six DLM ﬁbers (a–f). Columns of EWG-expressing nuclei (green) are seen within
each ﬁber. (B–D) rP298 Gal4/+; Gal80ts/+; UAS-RasV12/+, 29 °C. (B) The number of DLM ﬁbers is normal but rows of nuclei are increased (C). (D) In this example, the number of ﬁbers
and the rows of nuclei are altered. (E) Control: Two hemisegments of dorsal abdominal muscles are shown. (F) Under conditions of RasV12 overexpression, supernumerary ﬁbers are
seen. Bar represents 50 μm.
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in number of nuclei may bear a resemblance to the increase in muscle
size observed for the DVM.
Effects of targeted expression of reaper and RasV12 on embryonic
myogenesis
Our studies demonstrated that manipulations of founder cells
during embryonic myogenesis had very distinct effects than during
adult myogenesis. In control animals (raised at permissive tempera-
ture), themuscle pattern visualized using an antibody to β-3 tubulin is
similar to the wild-type (Figs. 9A, B). Under conditions of targeted
reaper expression (rP298-Gal4; Ga80ts; UAS-reaper; 29 °C), we
observed that muscles largely fail to develop (Figs. 9C, D), and that
unfusedmyoblasts are still visible in a stage 16 embryo. This is in sharp
contrast to thoracic myogenesis, where fusion does proceed to give
rise to ﬁber formation. By including an rP298-LacZ chromosome in the
background of these ﬂies, we observed that the pattern of rP298-
positive cells was altered. The vast majority of unfused myoblast were
not rP298-lacZ positive.
The muscle pattern was also examined in embryos where RasV12
was targeted to rP298-Gal4 expressing founder cells (rP298-Gal4;
Ga80ts; UAS-RasV12; 29 °C). A distinct muscle pattern is present in
stage 16 embryos (Figs. 9E, F), and in the experimental animals, at least
three phenotypes are evident: muscle detachment, gaps in the pattern
and mis-inserted muscles (Figs. 9E, F).Discussion
Founder cells (FCs) play an important role during myogenesis as
they usually represent a pre-pattern prior to the onset of myoblast
fusion. In the Drosophila embryo, each of the 30 muscle ﬁbers in a
hemisegment is seeded by a single founder cell (Bate, 1990; Rushton
et al., 1995). A group of adult ﬂight muscles in Drosophila, the dorso-
ventral muscles (DVMs) is patterned by founder cells which unlike
the embryo are much larger than surrounding myoblasts. These cells
have been referred to as imaginal pioneers (Rivlin et al., 2000) and
express the embryonic founder cell marker Dumbfounded (Dutta et
al., 2004; Fernandes and Keshishian, 2005), as detected by reporter
activity. Duf is known to serve as an attractant for myoblasts and to
thereby promote fusion (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000). In this study we
examined a role for the DVM FCs in organizing ﬁber formation. First
we eliminated the FCs prior to the onset of fusion through targeted
expression of the cell death gene, reaper. Removal of these cells does
not abolish ﬁber formation, but rather, excessive numbers of thinner
ﬁbers are formed. This outcome resembles what is observed when
larval scaffolds for a related group of muscles, the dorsal longitudinal
muscles (DLMs), are ablated. These scaffolds also express Duf, and
the outcomes of their genetic ablation served as a useful comparison
of muscle patterning in a set of functionally related ﬁbers. In
examining DVM myogenesis closely, we found that in addition to the
large Duf-expressing FCs, some (smaller) cells in the myoblast pool
also express Duf and propose that these are the alternate/
Fig. 9. Effect of targeted rasv12 and reaper expression during embryonic myogenesis. Stage 16 embryos were examined using antibodies to β-3 tubulin to visualize muscles, and β-gal
to visualize founder cells. panels B, D, F, and H are animals that have the rP298-lacZ transgene. The muscle pattern in controls (A, B, E, and F) embryos grown at permissive
temperatures displays the characteristic segmented array of muscle ﬁbers. Under conditions of reaper expression (C, D), mostly unused myoblasts are seen, indicating that ﬁber
formation is impaired. Note that the vast majority of unfusedmyoblasts do not express β-gal. Under conditions of rasV12 expression, muscles are detached (arrowheads in panel G) or
mis-inserted (arrows in panels G, H). Gaps in the muscle pattern can also be seen (asterisks in panel H). Scale bar=20 μm.
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of the large FCs. Interestingly, supernumerary ﬁbers do not develop
when reaper expression is maintained through the period of
myogenesis, indicating that Duf expression is necessary in the
alternate/replacement founder cells for ﬁber formation. In a second
set of experiments, the Ras-signaling pathway was constitutively
activated in using the rP298-Gal4 driver, and this manipulation also
resulted in an increase in ﬁber number. The increase was not due to
proliferation of pre-existing founder cells, and the supernumerary
ﬁbers develop in presence of the existing FCs. These outcomes
for ablations of DVM organizers are summarized in Fig. 10, and
collectively suggest that a) DVM ﬁbers can arise in the absence
of the large elongate FCs; b) a subset of cells in the myoblast
pool have the potential to initiate ﬁber formation; c) signals
from the FC normally suppress this capability, so that the correct
pattern of muscle ﬁbers can be generated; and d) interfering
with the signaling results in the formation of supernumerary ﬁbers.
Thus, the most critical role of the DVM FCs is to regulate ﬁber
number.Fiber formation occurs in the absence of the large DVM FCs
Awell known role of founder cells is to organize myoblasts prior to
fusion, so that the appropriate muscle pattern is established as fusion
proceeds and a nascent ﬁber makes its appearance. Studies in the
Drosophila embryo have shown that founder cells confer properties
of the mature muscle, such as attachment and muscle speciﬁc gene
expression (reviewed in Frasch,1999).We eliminated the founder cells
well before the onset of fusion to assess the impact on ﬁber formation.
Our results show that ﬁbers are able to form despite the absence of the
founder cells, albeit with a delay in the initiation of fusion. The
segregation of myoblasts into DVM I and II is maintained, as observed
in adult thoraces, indicating that cues for muscle insertion are present
and recognized by the newly arising ﬁbers.
An important consequence of eliminating the DVM FCs is that
multiple ﬁbers are formed, suggesting that cells from the myoblast
pool are recruited to initiate fusion. Formation of supernumerary
ﬁbers is also observed when larval scaffolds that pattern the
functionally opposing muscle group, the DLMs are ablated (Farrell
Fig. 10. (A) Summary of the outcomes of targeted manipulations in DVM founder cells DVM ﬁber formation is preceded by the appearance of a single elongate organizer cell, which
expresses the embryonic founder cell marker, Dumbfounded. The founder/organizer interacts with the surrounding myoblast pool (green) to initiate fusion and to prevent cells from
seeding ﬁber formation. (A) As myoblasts fuse with the founder cell, they are recruited to express Duf. A small subset of cells in the myoblast pool express low levels of Duf prior to
fusion. When founder cell inﬂuence is circumvented, either by ablation of the founder cell (B), or by the activation of the Ras/Map kinase pathway in myoblasts (C), supernumerary
ﬁbers are generated. (B) Model depicting cell-communication events that occur during muscle patterning. (1) Motor neuron regulates Duf expression in founder cells (Fernandes and
Keshishian, 2005). (2) Founder cell interacts with neighboring myoblasts to prevent their potential to seed ﬁbers. (3) Cues from the epidermis or autonomousmyoblast programsmay
allow a small subset of myoblasts to adopt a founder-like fate in when the normal FC/Myoblast interactions are disrupted.
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the two muscle groups develop using different modes of develop-
ment, the larval scaffolds and the single celled FCs serve a similar
function-speciﬁcation of the number of adult ﬁbers. These organizers
serve as a pre-pattern, partitioning myoblasts through attractive
cues, and subsequently when fusion begins, the ﬁnal muscle pattern
begins to emerge. The size of the myoblast pool remains unaffected
by the manipulation (targeted reaper expression) and this is borne
out by the fact that muscle volume in the adult thorax is not altered.
These outcomes are similar to what is observed after DLM scaffolds
are genetically ablated (this study) or laser ablated (Fernandes and
Keshishian, 1996).Initiation of fusion in the absence of founder cells
If a role for the large DVM founder cells is to initiate fusion, how
does it occur in their absence? We consider two possibilities — that
myoblasts randomly fuse with each other, or that “replacement”
founder cells begin to seed ﬁber formation. If the ﬁrst scenario were
true, we would expect to see many more than the 6–7 supernumerary
ﬁbers. Also, it would be a departure from the well understood
separation of “founder” and “fusion-competent” fates (reviewed in
Taylor, 2003) and the normal tendency of myoblasts to only fuse with
a founder/scaffold. Our results do suggest the recruitment of
“alternate/replacement” founder cells. The rP298 promoter is active
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detected by using the rP298-Gal4/UAS mCD8GFP. These cells are the
same size as other cells in the myoblast pool and thus much smaller
than the DVM FCs. We propose that these smaller Duf-expressing cells
are recruited to initiate fusion when FCs are eliminated. They are
capable of sustaining fusion, as suggested by multiple EWG-positive
nuclei within a supernumerary ﬁber. We have also observed that ﬁber
formation is disrupted upon prolonged exposure to reaper, which is
most likely due to elimination of the smaller Duf-expressing cells as
well. Thus, it appears that Duf expression is necessary in these cells to
generate supernumerary ﬁbers.
It is useful to compare another manipulationwhich also eliminates
Duf-lacZ expressing FCs, but which has different outcomes with
respect to ﬁber formation. When the mesothorax is denervated at the
third larval instar, the expression of Dumbfounded in DVM FCs is
gradually abolished during the period of fusion, 12–24 h APF
(Fernandes and Keshishian, 2005). Although the size of the myoblast
pool is unaffected by the denervation, and Duf-expressing FCs are
present prior to fusion (0–12 h APF), DVM ﬁbers fail to form. In light of
our reaper studies, it is reasonable to propose that during the 0–12 h
period, DVM FCs engage in a “lateral inhibition” process that is
sufﬁcient to prevent cells of the myoblast pool from seeding ﬁbers
during the subsequent fusion phase. Moreover, just as innervation is
needed to maintain Duf expression in the FCs during the fusion phase,
it may also be necessary to maintain expression in the smaller
“replacement/alternate” founder cells.
In considering a role for the smaller Duf-positive cells during
normal development, we propose that a subset of cells in themyoblast
pool have the capability to initiate ﬁber formation, and that
interactions with the founder cell prior to fusion are responsible for
active suppression of this “organizer” competency. When the FCs are
eliminated, it is conceivable that the suppression is incomplete and
they can go on to seed ﬁbers. Thus, the smaller Duf-expressing cells
serve as a reserve pool of founder cells to initiate fusion when
necessary. The suppression could involve signaling mechanisms such
as those that have been described for the embryonic mesoderm
(Carmena et al., 1998; Carmena et al., 2002), wherein an equivalence
group is ﬁrst deﬁned, fromwhich a single founder cell is then selected,
and the potential of the remaining cells is inhibited.
Supernumerary ﬁbers can arise despite the presence of pre-existing
rP298 —lacZ positive FCs
Overexpression of RasV12 with the rP298-Gal4 driver prior to the
onset of fusion also results in the development of supernumerary
ﬁbers. We see two additional phenotypes compared to what is seen
under conditions of reaper expression (1) the large rP298-lacZ
expressing FCs are still present and (2) many more rP298-lacZ
expressing nuclei are seen in the myoblast pool than in controls. Let
us ﬁrst consider the formation of additional rP298-lacZ expressing
cells. Our BrDU studies demonstrate that they do not arise by
proliferation. Thus the cells are being generated from the myoblast
pool due to a change in cell fate. We suggest two possibilities, one that
activation of the Ras/Map kinase pathway in FCs signals cells in the
myoblast pool to turn on rP298. The second and more intriguing
possibility considers the small subset of cells that express the rP298-
reporter at low levels. There may be additional cells that are below our
level of detection with the lacZ reporter; if the Ras/Map kinase
pathway is activated in several of these cells, it would similarly result
in activation of the rP298 promoter, giving rise to the increased
number of rP298-positive cells. The levels of RasV12 activated in these
unfused myoblasts may be just enough to alter cell fate, conferring
founder cell like properties. In the Drosophila embryo, when RasV12 is
targeted to the embryonic mesoderm (Carmena et al., 1998) an
overproduction of progenitor cells is seen, which is brought about as a
result of a change in cell fate of mesodermal cells. Although RasV12 isalso being targeted to the large DVM FC, it does not alter cell fate there
since that cell is already expressing high levels of rP298 and it
continues to seed ﬁber formation, as in controls.
Ras regulates intracellular signaling through the ERK/MAP kinase
pathway, and RasV12 is known to increase levels of activated MAPK
within cells. A recent report on founder cell speciﬁcation during adult
abdominal myogenesis in Drosophila has shown that restricted
activation of the Ras/Map kinase pathway by the FGF receptor Htl, in
a few myoblasts reinforces founder cell properties in them, leading to
the upregulation of rP298-lacZ levels, and the eventual loss of reporter
expression in the other myoblasts (Dutta et al., 2004). While
expression of Htl has not been reported in IFM myoblasts, a similar
mechanism that uses the ERK/MAPK pathway might be at play. We
also considered the possibility that overexpression of RasV12 causes
death of the founder cells. But this is clearly not the case, since TUNEL
labeling does not show any cell death, and the original founder cells
are present and seed ﬁber formation.
Expressing RasV12 in DLM scaffolds has two prominent outcomes.
First, there is an increase in the number of rows of nuclei within the
developing ﬁbers. The increase in number of nuclei is suggestive of
rapid fusion, and an outcome of enhanced Ras signaling. Another
interesting aspect is in regard to muscle splitting. The six DLM ﬁbers
are generated as a collective outcome of the longitudinal splitting of
the three larval scaffolds and fusion of myoblasts with these scaffolds
(Fernandes et al., 1991). It is thought that as myoblasts fuse with the
scaffolds there is an increase in surface area, which is manifested as
splitting (Fernandes and Keshishian, 1998). Under conditions of RasV12
expression, there is an increase in the number of nuclei within each
DLM ﬁber, indicative of rapid fusion. However, in 45% of animals,
splitting does not proceed normally. It follows therefore, that fusion
occurs too rapidly, and becomes uncoupled from a sustained
incorporation of new membrane, which is then manifested as a lag
in splitting. Under conditions of nerve ablation, a lag in muscle
splitting is observed, but in that case, a reduced pool of myoblasts and
slower fusions are responsible (Fernandes and Keshishian, 1998).
The DVM founder cells: embryonic vs adult myogenesis programs
Which of the known organizer cells do they resemble — grass-
hopper pioneer, larval scaffolds, or embryonic FCs? The cells that
organize the DVM myoblasts share features that are common to
embryonic founder cells and to grasshopper pioneers. Like the
embryonic FCs and grasshopper pioneer cells, they serve as fusion
targets and preﬁgure a muscle ﬁber. They bear a closer resemblance to
grasshopper pioneers with respect to their large size including cellular
expanse. However, they are unique with respect to the manner in
which they interact with surrounding myoblasts, a feature that has
been revealed as a result of manipulations carried out in the present
study. They are not necessary for ﬁber formation, per se, as in their
absence, a reserve pool of “alternate/replacement” FCs is recruited.
When these cells are removed as well, ﬁber formation fails and this
scenario is the most similar to the outcome of targeting reaper to
embryonic founder cells.
A distinction between adult and embryonic myogenesis is
exempliﬁed by the manner in which founder cells are selected during
abdominal myogenesis. rP298-lacZ expressing founder cells in the
adult abdomen are speciﬁed by signaling through the FGF receptor,
heartless, which is under positive as well as negative regulation
through sprouty and heartbroken (Dutta et al., 2005). This is different
from founder cell speciﬁcation in the embryo which uses Notch-
mediated lateral inhibition (reviewed in Baylies andMichelson, 2001).
This difference between embryonic and adult abdominal muscles is
particularly striking since the two muscle groups are more similar to
each other with respect to the occurrence of segmentally repeated
patterns, a feature that is not present in the adult thorax. The manner
inwhich founder cells of the adult thoracic muscles are speciﬁed is not
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(Dutta et al., 2004).
In considering how a myoblast pool is patterned (Fig. 10B), our
studies thus far have shown that an important property of organizer
cells that regulate DVM patterning, is the regulation of ﬁber number.
This property is related to the expression of Duf, which is known to
serve as an attractant for myoblasts (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000). Thus,
the pre-pattern of large, elongate rP298-lacZ positive cells enables
myoblast segregation in a manner that the ﬁdelity of ﬁber number is
ensured. There is a scattering of smaller rP298-lacZ expressing adult
myoblasts in the pool, and these have the potential to seed ﬁber
formation. Our manipulations have shown that the DVM FCs suppress
these smaller myoblasts from seeding ﬁbers, and that interfering with
this capacity can result in the formation of supernumerary ﬁbers being
generated. The interference can take the form of eliminating FCs or by
activating the Ras/Map kinase pathway. Interestingly, cues from the
epidermis are able to guide the nascent supernumerary ﬁbers to
attach appropriately. The organizer cells are contacted by neurons
prior to the onset of fusion and this is the basis for another property
that is distinct from embryonic founder cells — the nerve dependence
of rP298-lacZ expression (Fernandes and Keshishian, 2005). The
innervating neurons continue to exert an inﬂuence on myogenesis
during the stages of fusion and proliferation as well.
Our future work will be aimed at examining the mechanisms by
which the correct numberof FCs is established, the signalingmechanisms
underlying founder cell–myoblast interactions, and how supernumerary
founder cells are normally prevented from arising in the myoblast pool.
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